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The bags were loaded with cash.(Shutterstock)

Money doesn’t grow on trees, but apparently it grows on the roads of Virginia.

At least, that seemed to be the case for a family out for a drive in their pickup truck on

Saturday afternoon. According to WTVR in Richmond, when the Schantz family was

cruising on the road, they saw the car in front of them swerve to avoid a bag. They ran

over that bag, saw another one 15 feet away, and loaded them both into the truck.

Though they thought they were just picking up worthless trash, the actual contents of

the bags were anything but. Together, they contained almost a million dollars in cold

hard cash.

“Inside of the bag, there were plastic baggies and they were addressed with something

that said ‘cash vault,’” Emily Schantz said.

The Schantzes did the honorable thing with the money, alerting the police instead of

trying to keep it. Deputies believe that the money was possibly traveling from the postal

service to the bank, but they don’t know how it ended up on the road. They were very

grateful, however, that it had been recovered by good people.

“For someone so honest and willing to give that almost a million dollars back, it’s

exceptional on their part,” said Maj. Scott Moser of the Caroline County Sheriff’s Of�ce.

"We are proud and they represented this county well by being so honest.”

Lauren Theisen
New York Daily News

Lauren Theisen is a journalist and hockey fan originally from Michigan who covers national
breaking stories for the New York Daily News. Before arriving at NYDN, she wrote for
publications including Deadspin, Vice, Jezebel, The Guardian, and Popular Science.
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